ACROSS
1 Quiet walk across England's capital as an introduction (8)
5 Dung starts to annoy adventurers out in the country (6)
10 What's not entirely nice – dark wood (5)
11 Section of second district in French city (9)
12 Horrible homes, a lot needing demolition (9)
13 Food item of days gone by needing a sort of fork (5)
14 Vessel to travel back initially having met obstruction (6)
15 Fellow who is in society needing personal servant around (7)
18 Complain about a historical period in speech (7)
20 Little fellow crossing lake for fish (6)
22 Good prisoner that's visible to all inside labour camp (5)
24 Gent, half put off, resists nasty females wild in nature (9)
25 Provisional shelter I have for accommodating volunteers (9)
26 Some epithet Athenian provided for Greek character (5)
27 Live with team attached to soldiers (6)
28 He messes around with deadly chemical (8)

DOWN
1 Choose the French item for the meal table (6)
2 Try, as nurse, to eat around start of afternoon (9)